Abstract. The paper presents an efficient high speed parallel blind equalization algorithm suitable for multi-mode signals in wireless communication system. The parallel algorithm combines the idea of coordinate transformation on the basis of the classical CMA. It converts a multi-mode signals into a constant-mode signal, so that the system error can be more toward zero. We also give a detailed implementation structure of the parallel blind equalization algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed parallel blind equalization algorithm has excellent performance for modulated multi-mode signals, and the mean square error (MSE) value of the proposed algorithm is smaller than the classic CMA about 10dB.
Introduction
As one of the key technologies in wireless communication system, equalization technology has been widely studied. In the actual communication system, the non-idealization of the channel and the digital filter's truncation will cause the inter symbol interference (ISI); the limited bandwidth of the channel and the multipath effect of the channel can also cause ISI. These factors can result in a sharp decline in performance and seriously affect the quality of communications. Therefore, it is indispensable to use equalization techniques to reduce or eliminate ISI, that is, to design a filter to eliminate non-ideal channel effects.
Usually, the equalizer is implemented in frequency domain and time domain. The frequency domain equalizer mainly satisfies the distortion-free transmission condition by correcting the system amplitude frequency characteristic and group delay. Its implementation is complex, so it is generally not used for wireless communication systems. From the time domain perspective, time domain equalizer makes the impulse response of the whole system satisfy the condition of no ISI. The traditional time domain equalizer is implemented in serial form and need to receive training sequences separately [1, 2] , but this reduces the utilization of the channel bandwidth. Since the influence of the general channel is unpredictable and time varying, so a blind equalization algorithm is first proposed in [3] . In the case of no training sequence, the blind equalization algorithm can dynamically track the channel changes and update the equalizer coefficients in time. This feature greatly improves the efficiency of the algorithm and more suitable for complex scenarios. Godard proposed a constant modulus blind equalization algorithm [4] , which applies to all the constant envelope of the transmitted signal. Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA), as a special case of Godard algorithm is shown [5, 6, 7] . It has become a classic blind equalization algorithm, due to the low computational complexity and easy to achieve and so on. But it only applies to signal with constant modulus values, such as 4QAM, 2PAM. When a higher communication rate is required, it is unavoidable to use a signal modulation format with high channel utilization, such as 16QAM. However, for such multi-mode signals, although it can converge with the classic CMA, but the error function will never become zero. And its convergence speed rate is slow and steady state error is large [8] . Simultaneously, with the development of high speed communications, the traditional serial equalization algorithm has been unable to meet the demands of high speed data transmission. Thus, an efficient parallel algorithm architecture for multi-mode signals is necessary.
In this paper, a new fully high speed parallel blind equalization algorithm is presented. In the error estimation module, we propose an improved CMA, which is based on the classical CMA and the idea of coordinate transformation. Compared to existing classical CMA, the improved CMA has a unique advantage for multi-mode signals. And it converts a multi-mode signals into a constant-mode signal. In addition, the whole parallel blind equalization algorithm structure is given in detail. It has perfect practical value for the application of parallel blind equalization algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the traditional serial equalization algorithm. Section III describes the parallel blind equalization algorithm and its parallel implementation structure. Section IV shows the results of simulation. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
Serial Equalization Algorithm
The essence of the equalizer is a compensation filter that compensates for ISI caused by the channel. The traditional serial equalizer structure is shown as in Fig.1 . In Fig.1 , the serial equalizer mainly includes the filter module, coefficient update module, error estimation module. Figure 1 . Serial equalizer structure
We assume that the time domain continuous signal is () xt at the receiving side. After the ADC sampling, the input signal of the equalizer is () xn . In 
In order to eliminate the ISI at the receiving side, it should select the appropriate equalizer coefficient () i wn. In the traditional serial equalizer, the least mean square (LMS) algorithm is adopted [9] . The coefficient update module is a difference equation, the expression is as follows ( 1) ( ) Further simplified as follows
From Eq.5, we can know that in order to make the MSE is zero, the best equalizer coefficient should be chosen such that the cross-correlation function of the input signal and the error function is zero. This means that the MSE can be taken to a minimum, when the input signal is orthogonal to the error function.
We can also see that the traditional serial equalization algorithm needs to provide the desired signal, which leads to a waste of channel bandwidth.
Parallel Equalization Algorithm
The Fig.2 shows the parallel blind equalization algorithm structure in time domain. It differs from serial equalizer in that each module's variables are in vector form. And we adopt the improved parallel CMA in the error estimation module, which can avoid the LMS algorithm and the classic CMA defects.
We define the vector form of the input signal and the equalizer coefficient as follows
The vector form of the Eq.2 is written as
The single output of the equalizer is Suppose there is L parallel input data, then Eq.7 can be expressed as
where k is the index value corresponding to n in L parallel. Eq.6 is simplified as follows, which is based on summation approximation technique in relaxation advance transformation [10] . The simulation shows that this simplification does not significantly reduce the performance of the algorithm [11] . 
We take 16 N  , 8 L  , 2 LA  as an example, and Eq.8 and Eq.9 are as follows, respectively.
The Eq.10 is expressed in the form of a matrix as follows 
According to Eq.11, Fig. 3 shows the filter structure of 8 parallel blind equalization algorithm. According to the equation (12), the filter coefficient update structure of 8 parallel blind equalization algorithm as shown in Fig.4 . e n R y n R E a n E a n
where 2 R is the modulo value of the transmitted signal and is a fixed constant. The () yn represents the output signal of the equalizer. The ( ) ( ) ( ) ri a n a n ja n  is the information symbol at the transmitting side.
When the multi-mode signals is equalized with the classic CMA, the error value is not zero after equalization, because of the 2 R is a fixed modulus value. So there is a big misjudgment that is easy to produce a large MSE, and ultimately affect the equalizer effect.
The Proposed CMA
For multi-mode signals in the equalization process, we introduce the idea of coordinate transformation, and its principle shown in Fig.5 . In Fig.5 , "  " represents an ideal 16QAM constellation point after equalization, which is distributed in four circles. The A, B, C, D are four points after coordinate transformation, and they are distributed on the same circle. Therefore, 16QAM signal constellation points are all transferred to A, B, C, D four points through coordinate transformation. When the signal is equalized, the difference between the transformed signal modulo value and the equalized signal is zero. Namely the error is 0, the equalizer can have the best results.
After the coordinate transformation, the error function () T en is defined as follows ( ii E a n a n R E a n a n E a n a n R E a n a n 
According to Eq.12, we need two parallel error estimation structures. Combined with the proposed CMA, two parallel error estimation structure is shown in Fig.6 .
Error estimate 
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed entire high speed parallel blind equalization algorithm is shown, which is simulated in MATLAB. The simulation process is as follows. A 16QAM modulation signal is generated randomly at the transmitting module. The modulated 16QAM signal is through an Additive White Gaussian (AWG) noise channel, and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is set to 25dB. Then, use the high speed parallel blind equalization algorithms in this paper at the receiving side. Fig.7 (a) shows the signal constellation of the receiving side. Fig.7 (b) is a constellation after equalization, which makes use of the classic CMA. After the proposed algorithm, the constellation is shown in Fig.7 (c) . From Fig.7 (b) , (c) and (d),
we can see that the proposed parallel blind equalization algorithm works more efficiently compared to the classic CMA. Further, we use the (MSE) to measure the performance of high speed parallel blind equalization algorithms. Fig.7 (d) shows the MSE convergence curve. From the Fig.7 (d) , it can be found that the error convergence speed of the proposed CMA is faster compared to the classic CMA, so that the equalizer output can be stabilized. Moreover, the MSE value of the proposed CMA is smaller than the classic CMA about 10dB. Next, a communication channel filter is added to the simulation system, and the other simulation parameters are the same. This communication channel impulse response function is h=[0.3132, -0.104, 0.8908, 0.3134], and the magnitude & phase responses are given in Fig.8 (a) . Due to the existence of the communication channel, the input signal constellation of the receiver is shown in Fig.8 (b) . Fig.8 (c) shows the constellation after the equalizer, which uses the proposed parallel blind equalization algorithm. Fig.8 (d) is the MSE convergence curve. Compared with Fig.7 (d) , it is found that the MSE value of the communication channel filter system is smaller, which indicates that the proposed parallel algorithm is quite efficient for non-ideal channel. It can be seen from Fig. 8 (b) , (c) and (d) that the proposed parallel blind equalization algorithm is also very suitable for the communication system of complex environment. 
Conclusions
In this paper a new fully parallel blind equalization algorithm is presented, which is very suitable for multi-mode signals. First, the traditional serial equalization algorithm has been studied. Then, we analyze the entire high speed parallel blind equalization algorithm structure, especially using the coordinate transformation formula in error estimation. The simulation results show that the performance of the new parallel algorithm is very excellent. This high speed parallel blind equalization algorithm can be widely used in wireless communication systems.
